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Report
Summary

KPIs

Over the last month the Sabb team have been working hard to
begin implementing their KPIs for the year, if you’re interested
in what I have been doing I tell you all about it in this month’s
Officer Report. We have also been preparing for students to
return to campus and have finished our training with a 3 day
residential full of team building and planning!
Updates
Progress this
month:

70% of students
feel that they
have access to
mental health
support and
would feel
comfortable
using it

Implement a
Students Union
housing
accreditation
scheme and
letting agency

Plans for next
month:

Progress this
month:

Plans for next
month:

75% of students
are aware of
how to access
sexual health

Progress this
month:

I have been working with advice to ensure
students are aware of our advice centre and
what support we offer. We are working to
recruit wellbeing champions who are key to
this KPI.
Over the next month I plan to work closely
with the advice centre to train Wellbeing
champions in their roles and then provide
them with further opportunities to volunteer to
support student mental health. I also want to
work with advice to assess which
demographics of student are less likely to
access advice and work with advice to ensure
all students feel comfortable and confident in
accessing the service.
Over the last month we have been working
hard to ensure the scheme is ready for when
students return to campus. I have worked
closely with students by holding Housing
Focus groups, which have allowed us to best
understand what students want from their
houses.
I have also been working closely with our
Advice centre preparing materials for students
containing advice on how to rent.
Over the next month I plan to continue to
work closely with all the staff involved in the
accreditation scheme to ensure we are ready
to launch the scheme for students in
September. I will also be continuing to work
with advice to create documents for students
on their renting rights and housing advice.
I have been working hard on SHAG packs,
which have unfortunately had to take a back
seat due to the current government
guidelines. However, that has not dampened
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provisions and
education.

Plans for next
month:

Successfully
launch the
community map
by November
2020

Progress this
month:

Plans for next
month:

80% of Students
feel that the
Students Union
supports their
health and
wellbeing

Progress this
month:

Plans for next
month:
Progress this
month:

my enthusiasm! I have had a meeting with the
campus health centre and I am keen to work
closely with them to provide sexual health
information and testing to students. I have
also been working with advice to arrange the
implementation of plastic free sanitary items
on campus for students, in order to be more
environmentally friendly.
I hope to continue to work with advice to
finalise the arrangements and make plastic
free sanitary items available for students on
campus when they return. I also want to make
contact with LISH with the aim to work closely
with them to provide increased STI testing on
campus and to implement ‘at home’ testing
kits and contraception for students.
I have been having meetings with members of
the campaigns network to get their input for
the community map to ensure different
student demographics are involved in the
planning stages. I have also been working on
a proposal to implement sunflower lanyard on
campus and hope to run a trial in October.
Over the next month I hope to meet with more
students to discuss the community map and
how it can best represent different groups of
students, with the hope it will be a useful
resource for students when the return to
campus.
I have worked closely with the advice centre to
assess areas that students often require more
support in and have put together a plan for
the website update. Due to other projects we
have put this on hold until the future, however
we continue to assess which information is the
most beneficial to students.
I hope to work with wellbeing to begin to write
the content for the update, which will allow
students to access information, even If they do
not feel ready to contact the advice centre.
Over the last month we have been working
hard to implement the wellbeing network and
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70% of students
are aware of the
Wellbeing
network

Plans for next
month:

Student Interaction
update:

Committee and
University Staff
updates:

Any Other Business:

we are currently recruiting volunteers for the
three lead wellbeing champion roles.
Over September myself, along with the Advice
centre plan to recruit the 3 lead wellbeing
champions and provide training to them. We
also plan to develop each role so they have
the correct tools to successfully undertake
their roles and support students.

Meetings with campaigns network to discuss the community
map, Clearing open day Facebook lives and our first Facebook
live as sabbatical officers, housing focus groups and a catch up
with Callum to discuss housing, his plans for the year and the
community map.
A mentor meeting with Julian Free, a catch up with Jaqueline
mayor an the student support services, meetings to discuss
welcome week and students return to campus and the Clearing
open day Facebook Lives done in partnership with the
university.
I have finished implementing the SUggestion requesting an ask
for Angela system in The Engine shed- for this training for our
student staff has been created and marketing are currently
working on materials to be put in our venues toilets when
students return in October. The scheme will be available in all
our venues, not just The Engine Shed.
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